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ERASMUS+ PARTNER IDENTIFICATION FORM 

 

A. PARTNER ORGANISATION 

OID E10346691 

Full legal name  (National Language) GUMULDUR OGRETMEN EMINE YAZLALI ORTAOKULU 

Address (Street and number) FEVZI CAKMAK MAH ESENTEPE CAD NO 34 MENDERES IZMIR 

Country TURKIYE 

Region IZMIR 

P.O. Box NA 

Post Code 35480 

City IZMIR 

Website https://emineyazlali.meb.k12.tr/ 

Email ogretmenemineyazlali@hotmail.com 

Telephone 1 +902327931141 

Telephone 2 +905372682179 

Fax NA 

B. PROFILE 

Type of Organisation Educational Organisation 

Is the partner organisation a public body? Public Body 

Is the partner organisation a non-profit? Non-profit 

C. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE 

Please briefly present your organisation.  What are the organisation's main activities? (1000 character) 

Our school is a public secondary school offering a stimulating curriculum and a supportive environment to 

ensure our students experience success every day. We focus on scholastic development, personal growth, and 

ethical enrichment. Our main activities include academic instruction in various subjects including 

mathematics, science, social studies, language arts, and foreign languages. These classes are designed to help 

students develop knowledge and skills in different academic disciplines. We also offer a wide range of 
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extracurricular activities to enhance students' learning experiences and promote their personal growth. These 

activities include art clubs, sports teams, field trips and community service organizations. We have actively 

engaged our students in collaborative initiatives and aim to foster connections with partner schools in various 

projects for creative expression and interaction. 

 

 

What are the organisation's activities in the field of this application? (1000 character) 
 

Our school offers a range of activities with the aim of cultivating students' understanding of their own identity 

and characteristics, as well as their connection to the broader community. We facilitate collaborative projects 

wherein students engage in research and presentation of their own cultural heritage. These activities foster 

curiosity, critical thinking, and an enhanced appreciation for personal identity. Furthermore, we organize 

educational excursions to museums, historical sites, cultural events, and community celebrations. These 

experiential learning opportunities afford students the chance to engage firsthand with diverse cultures, 

traditions, and histories. Additionally, we actively involve students in community service initiatives, providing 

avenues for them to actively contribute to their local community. Through volunteering opportunities, charity 

activities, and environmental projects, our students develop empathy, cultivate a sense of social responsibility, 

and foster a deeper connection to their community. 

 

 

What profiles and age groups of learners are concerned by the organisation’s work?  (1000 character) 
 

Our project focuses on 12-14 year old secondary school students who are in the critical stage of identity 

formation and self-development and learners from diverse backgrounds, cultures, and interests.We aim to 

provide these students with the necessary tools and knowledge to understand the concepts of personal, group, 

national, and European identity. By developing a positive sense of identity and fostering self-esteem and self-

confidence, our students will be better equipped to navigate their lives and achieve their full potential. 

Additionally, our project addresses the needs of students across various profiles who may face challenges 

related to stereotypes, prejudices, and social exclusion. By promoting acceptance, appreciation, and support 

for diversity, our project aims to create inclusive school environments where students freely express their 



 

 

identity characteristics and where diversity does not hinder communication and cooperation. Our project also 

seeks to enhance cultural cooperation at the European level, making it relevant to learners who are interested 

in exploring and understanding different cultural heritages.  

 
 

 

How many years of experience does the organisation 
have working in the field of this application? 

 5 years 

D. LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 

Title Ms. 

Gender Female 

First Name Hatice  

Family Name Akar 

Department Management 

Position School Principal 

Email ogretmenemineyazlali@hotmail.com 

Telephone  +90 537 268 2179 

E. CONTACT PERSON 

Title Ms. 

Gender Female 

First Name Fatma  

Family Name Sezer Çırakoğlu 

Department ELT Department 

Position Teacher 

Email cirakoglu_fatma@yahoo.com 

Telephone  0090 5302516709 

E. ACTIVITY DETAILS 

Activity Title Identity Map 

Venue Gumuldur Ogretmen Emine Yazlalı Secondary School 

Estimated start date  February 5, 2025 



 

 

Estimated end date  February 8, 2025 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 


